TODAY’S AGENDA

1. Dissection Basics & Clean-up
2. Remove external fat from mink.
3. Locate muscles of the neck and pectoral.

DISSECTION TOOLS

- Scalpel
- Probe
- Dissector’s Best Friends
- Forceps (tweezers)
- Scissors
**DISSECTION TIPS**

Check TWICE, cut ONCE!

Take your time!

Be quick, but don't hurry!

Always cut away!

---

**CLEANLINESS IS NEXT TO GODLINESS**

- All mink waste in back trash!
- Clean everything with soap and water (or CLOROX wipe).
- Dry everything thoroughly.
- Must get lab station cleared by me before leaving classroom.
GROUP MEMBER ROLES

- Dissectors (2) - fat removal, muscle identification
- Binder Keeper - writing, signatures, directions
- Documentarian - videos/pictures/iPad
- Ch. 10 Guru - working on Ch. 10 material

**ALL** group members should participate in **CLEAN-UP**!

MINK LAB NB

- For each day of dissection...
  - date
  - day's objective (ex. neck/pectoral)
  - your role in dissection
  - muscles identified
  - labeled mink diagram
    - can be a labeled photo (of YOUR mink) taped in (original and copy)

- Use a new page for each day
- 5 pts/day = 35 points
REMOVING FAT

For large fat deposits, use forceps and scissors.

For small fat deposits, use forceps and probe.

REMEMBER

Check TWICE, cut ONCE!